One Sea – Autonomous Maritime Ecosystem
The objective of One Sea is to have world’s first autonomous maritime system in operation by 2025. DIMECC is a co-creation ecosystem that combines digitalization, internet, materials and engineering.
One Sea is an industry lead ecosystem growing globally.
Recent development

- 29th Nov 2017: First situational awareness products launched
- 20th Feb 2017: First remote operated commercial vessel
- 1st Sep 2017: First remote operated vessel over satellite
- 10th July 2017: First globally open test area to test maritime autonomy related technology
- 10 May 2017: First autonomous zero emission cargo ship announced
- 20th Feb 2017: First remote operated commercial vessel
- 24th May 2018: First fully digitalized cargo solution announced
- 24th Apr 2018: B0 – a conditionally and periodically unmanned bridge
- 3rd Jun 2019: First commercial auto-docking solution
- 19th Sep 2019: First MASS test under IMO Interim GL
- Dec 2018: First Autonomous Ship demonstrations
- 1st Sep 2017: First remote operated vessel over satellite
First autonomous zero emission cargo ship announced
First Autonomous Ship demonstrations
DIMECC’s co-creation ecosystem
One Sea seeks global partners to join the leading co-creation ecosystem.

Join us!
www.oneseaecosystem.net
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